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Abstract: Owing to the requirements of the AM system integration and standardization for an AM
part structure, the AM features and parameters need to extend their related data entities for better
information exchange and sharing based on STEP-NC Part 17 for additive manufacturing. In this
paper, we propose an architecture to transfer the manufacturing layer feature and process parameter
information among the CAD/CAPP/CAM systems. We classify the AM layer features into four:
general geometry feature, foam structure feature, honeycomb structure feature, and lattice structure
feature. These features include detailed parameters and a physical performance that represent specific
feature data with related entity definitions and relation descriptions. The process information specifies
the optimal process parameters that provide the possibility for optimization data interoperability in
various application systems. Based on the concepts of the manufacturing layer feature and process
parameters in AM, we simultaneously present the specific STEP/STEP-NC-compliant data model to
represent the AM layer feature and process parameter information exchange. Absolutely, we also
give the conformance analysis and implementation for each application object and the data entities in
the interoperability process.

Keywords: STEP/STEP-NC standards; additive manufacturing; AM features; parameter data; infor-
mation interoperability

1. Introduction

With the development of information system integration and the interoperability of
massive industrial manufacturing information, additive manufacturing (AM) as a promis-
ing manufacturing technology is being paid more attention due to its irreplaceable advan-
tages to fabricate complex parts with unique geometry features [1]. It is known that the
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MA, USA) has started
to explore information interoperability and developments in AM for its technical chal-
lenges, research problems, standard extensions, and application from a product lifecycle
perspective [2]. According to the differences between AM and traditional manufacturing,
geometric models and standards need to redefine the related application objects and data
entities to meet the requirements of actual manufacturing operations and process planning
in AM [3]. However, in order to deeply explore the nature of data interoperability in an AM
system, a STEP-NC-compliant data model needs to be proposed by specifying its imple-
mentation and the platform developed with the ISO TC 184/SC1/WG7 committee [4]. The
detailed implementation has been carried out based on a STEP-NC program that supports
the toolpath simulation and kinematic 3D model within the STEP-NC machine software
environment [5]. An integrated data schema for the conceptual AM process modeling has
been proposed to support the information interoperability of the AM system design for
Power Bed Fusion experimental data management [6].

However, STEP/STEP-NC are used as international broad standards to represent the
AM information in the AM process planning, which is used to define the related information
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of the manufacturing feature and operation process to solve the data interoperability in
various systems, including the data entity definitions and process parameter data. In order
to obtain a better quality and repair of remanufacturing parts, the STEP-NC-based AM
process representation is used to support a series of geometric information transformations
to the derivation of the automatic repair sections [7]. Owing to the barriers of various
uncertainty sources in the metal-based AM process with a high quality, the data-driven
process parameter optimization enables the physical-based simulation and global sensitivity
analysis to demonstrate the microstructure and mechanical property control in the AM
process [8]. Therefore, it is important to solve the AM information interoperability for
process planning that efficiently enables the data transfer in various systems. It is known
that manufacturing attributes in the AM process mainly depend on the execution of
the process planning, which can be used to analyze the layer geometries toward the
related slicing models and support structure [9]. That the STEP/STEP-NC standards have
merged as interoperable information means that can be used to define the information
representation from the design to the process planning and manufacturing activities [9].
Because the optimal slicing strategy has huge effects on determining the final roadmap
of the AM process plans, the slice information can be transferred by the CAD geometry
representation that provides the layer information for each deposition planar [10].

By combining the layer information with an AM feature, the feature information
provides 2.5D layer information for specific AM operations and process planning that
mainly defines the layer thickness and slicing directions [11]. In the current AM process,
we know that the common STEP-based slicing contour data can provide a complete data
structure of an inner geometry model and export the layer interface file format to accomplish
the data interoperability in the layer manufacturing process [12]. In order to develop
more harmonized AM processes, the related data model should be considered to extend
the modeling capabilities based on the composability, reusability, and integration for
direct PBF technology [13]. Therefore, the STEP/STEP-NC-compliant data model for AM
processes is necessary to enrich its related application objects and data entities, such as
the manufacturing feature and process parameters. In this paper, we will extend more
information based on STEP-NC Part 17 additive manufacturing, which only defines rough
geometry features and less vocabulary. It is necessary to extend the AM feature definitions
based on the STEP/STEP-NC standards that can enhance the information interoperability
of the AM geometry features between the CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC systems. However,
there are two challenges that need to be solved, as follows:

• There is no data model to represent the AM geometry features, such as a lattice
structure, honey structure, foam structure, etc. Therefore, the related data model needs
to be proposed based on the current STEP-NC Part 17 to complete the syntax and
semantics of the AM feature definitions.

• Owing to the complexity of the loads of the AM feature data entities, it will cause poor
compatibility and interoperability when they are transferred in different application
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the information of the AM features in
the CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC systems, which can be easily transferred without any
mistakes and redundancies.

In order to accomplish the high efficiency of the data exchange, the AM feature infor-
mation needs to redefine and propose the compatible data model to represent the design
and manufacturing information of the AM features. Next, we will introduce the manufac-
turing feature and process parameters for AM in Section 2. An extended STEP/STEP-NC-
compliant data model will be presented in Section 3. We will give a discussion about the
conformance analysis and implementations for a specific application in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusion will be given.

2. Manufacturing Features and Parameters

According to the particularity of the geometry feature and structure in AM, we can
summarize the specific AM features into a lattice structure, honeycomb structure, foam
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structure, and general geometry structure. Owing to the complexity of the manufactur-
ing features in the AM process, it is necessary to define its parameters and properties
in actual application. However, its properties have little involvement in specifying the
manufacturing features that we will give more attention to in the manufacturing features
and parameters. As shown in Figure 1, the AM design and manufacturing information
architecture can be built to describe the data interoperability from the design application
system and process planning system to the manufacturing execution system. In the ap-
plication systems, we need to extend the data models and related entity definitions to
enrich the contents of the AM data files. Owing to the specific AM feature in design and
manufacturing, it is necessary to define the AM feature information in various application
stages that can make it easier to accomplish the high-efficiency data transfer.
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Figure 1. AM design and manufacturing information architecture based on various data layers.

As mentioned above, it is necessary to focus on the extent of the STEP/STEP-NC-
compliant data models and the entities definitions for the AM geometry features and
manufacturing features. Therefore, we need to discuss the research on different AM
features, such as the lattice structure, honey structure, and foam structure, which will pay
more attention to its parameters and properties in the real design and manufacturing stages.
However, we know that the lattice structure is a lattice truss structure, including panels,
bars, and other elements. It can realize functional design through the related parameters
and geometric size for each cell. It is characterized by a light weight, high specific strength,
and low density. The lattice structure includes many similar structures, including the Octet-
truss lattice structure, 3D Kagome lattice structure, triangular sandwich lattice structure,
etc. Generally, we can establish the spatial structure through the panel and rod element
and define the related parameters, such as the cell length, rod diameter, and the angle
between the rod and the horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, the rod
element structure can be generated, and the parameters of the cell rod can be defined by
the optimal design. The fundamental structure of a rod cell can be periodically generated
into an array according to specific design rules. By adjusting various parameters of the
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lattice structure cell, the micro geometry model can be obtained with different, specific
surface area and porosity.
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Figure 2. Comparison of different parameters for lattice structure.

As known, we can calculate the specific surface area and porosity of various parame-
ters for the specific lattice structure. Therefore, the specific design parameters can be used
to optimize the desired structure according to the related requirements and application
scenario. For example, the high porosity of the lattice structure can be used to reduce the
volume of the printing materials in order to ensure the physical performances and require-
ments in lightweight application and design. Similarly, the honeycomb structure includes
multiple honeycomb units by a seal material layer; each honeycomb unit has multiple holes
that are arranged side by side in a longitudinal direction and separated from each other. It
is known that the 3D honeycomb structure is composed of the main hexagonal structures
and substructures, which is characterized by the advantages of averaged scattered stress,
high bearing capacity, structure stability, and material saving. However, we know that the
main structure design defines the number of structure cells (Q), the main structure span (S),
the rise-to-span ratio (F), the 3D truss height (h), the upper chord width (b) of the 3D truss
structure, and the grid number of the upper chord (n), as shown in Figure 3. We know that
the main structure span defines the size of the printing area for the manufacturing features
of the print part. According to the specific requirements of a 3D structure, we can optimize
and obtain the related parameters under the design constraints. Based on the optimal
parameters of the main structure, the corresponding honeycomb structure information can
be generated and finally obtain a complete cellular honeycomb structure model.
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Figure 3. Honeycomb structure and related parameters.

The foam structure is formed by the structure with stomata. The formation of pores is
an important factor in the manufacturing process that determines the related parameters of
size, location, and thickness in the foam structure. We know that structure parameters will
affect the performance of the foam structure. The characteristics of the foam structure are
lightweight, efficient, and broadband microwave absorbing properties. When we design
the foam structure in a certain space, solid model parameters firstly need to be ensured,
including the pore position, pore diameter, pore trajectory, etc. Owing to the complexity
of foam structure manufacturing, the foam structure parameter needs to integrate more
information to support the optimal formation of the foam structure. However, apart from
the lattice structure, honeycomb structure, and foam structure, we should also consider
a general layer structure as a manufacturing feature in AM. The general layer structure
can be represented by STEP IRs’ standards that define the contour, line, and curve and
even the layer thickness by a STEP-compliant data model [14]. However, we know that the
particular AM features need to be extended for their application objects and data entities.
The manufacturing process parameters in specific AM technology are very important as
they affect the information interoperability in various application systems. Therefore,
we need to consider the manufacturing features and process parameters for the specific
information exchange and sharing.

3. Extended STEP-Compliant Data Model

Additive manufacturing technology as a supplementary manufacturing method can
be used to fabricate some particular structure, such as a lattice structure, honeycomb
structure, foam structure, etc. Owing to the advantages of the AM printing structure, it
can provide the least materials to ensure the physical performance and structure stability
in engineering application. By comparing the differences between AM processes and
traditional manufacturing, the particular structures for AM could be a better manufacturing
technology that can make it easier to accomplish the complex part manufacturing. However,
the particular structures for AM need to redefine them as AM features that provide the
manufacturing information for specific AM operations. We referred to the related standard
known as the ISO 14649 Part 17 additive manufacturing data model that has defined
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the related AM features, but it is necessary to enrich the semantics and syntax of the
particular structure as an AM geometry and printing feature rather than only considering
a heterogeneous feature [15]. We know that traditional manufacturing considers the
machining features (i.e., round hole, pocket, slot, planar face, etc.), which are mainly used
to specify the machining methods and strategy according to the geometry and shape
features. Similarly, when we consider the AM geometry and shape features, the particular
structures (lattice structure, honeycomb, foam, etc.) are necessary to deeply discuss its
information integration and parameter representation [16]. Therefore, it is necessary to
propose the extended STEP/STEP-NC-compliant data model to represent the information
interoperability of the AM features and its structure parameters as shown in Figure 4.
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In order to easily solve the information interoperability for AM special geometry
structures, we extend their related parameter information to specify the data models and a
conformance analysis in actual information exchange and sharing [17]. AM features can be
generated by adjusting the related parameter information and automatically transferring
the structure data to downstream manufacturing. We know that the lattice structure
is broadly used to reduce the printing material volume in order to keep the physical
performance in industrial applications. However, we know that the lattice structure is
very popular in the actual AM printing structure. Therefore, it is important to represent its
extended data entities and application objects for various application systems.

As shown in Figure 5, we define the entity of the lattice structure in AM, which includes
the information of various materials, related colors, structure types, related parameters,
and even the AM function and technology. However, the structure parameters have huge
effects on manufacturing planning and specific printing operations in AM, which specify
the information of the structure cell length, the rod diameter of the lattice structure, the
angle between the structure rod and cell planar, and even the specific surface area and
porosity. Many researchers have proposed the evaluation of structural element parameters
for each lattice structure [18], such as the elastic module, ultimate strength, stiffness, strut
diameter, strut length, joint diameter, etc. Furthermore, it is also very necessary for an
AM process to consider the relationships between the feature parameters and process
parameters, which can affect the final determination of the AM feature structure in the AM
printing process. The lattice structure, as one of the most popular AM feature structures,
can provide an efficient solution to AM technology to accomplish the high performance of
an AM printing part. Therefore, it is necessary to define its related data model to support
the data exchange and sharing. Similarly, honeycomb and foam structures can also build
related data models to facilitate the information interoperability in various application
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systems. In terms of the honeycomb structure, we know that honeycomb can be divided
into a planar and curve surface structure, which the former can easily be fabricated by
traditional manufacturing technology and the latter might consider more AM technology.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the honeycomb as the AM feature structure in the
actual manufacturing process. As shown in Figure 3, we know the related parameters of
the honeycomb structure (i.e., main structure span, truss structure height, width of upper
chord truss, grid number of upper chord truss, structure rise-to-span ratio, etc.), which
finally determines the specific honeycomb structure by specifying the defined parameters
in the AM feature structure design. Certainly, the foam structure can also be determined by
optimizing the related parameters in the design process, which can be transferred to the
manufacturing process to provide the printing data. In summary, the AM feature structure
(i.e., lattice structure, honeycomb structure, foam structure, etc.) can be used as peculiar
AM features to represent the product design and manufacturing parameter information of
the structure from the product design and process planning to the manufacturing stage.
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4. Conformance Analysis and Implementation

The conformance analysis and implementation of the data model should be considered
to verify the information interoperability between various application systems. The func-
tional requirements of the data model determine its conformation analysis that supports
all of its functions for each entity or application object for the information transfer when
certain an entity is executed from one system to another. As known, the lattice structure
parameters include the fundamental information of the design structure to determine the
manufacturing process parameters according to the intelligent algorithms. For example,
the rod diameter of a lattice structure determines the physical property of the printing struc-
ture, which affects the print thickness, print resolution, print head diameter, etc., under the
requirements of the printing quality. The conformance analysis considers more functional
requirements for each entity in the actual information interoperability, which ensure the
correct and complete data transfer of each of the entity data in various application systems.
Therefore, each entity can be correctly transferred to another system and keep its original
functions completely. However, it is a huge project to verify and validate its conformance
analysis for each entity, which can be used to partially assess its functional requirements
in the system interoperability process. Moreover, the implementation of data models is
an efficient way to evaluate the correctness of the proposed data models. However, it
is impossible to completely verify the implementation of a data model without any test
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platform that can support the function of each defined entity in the interoperability system.
Therefore, it becomes a necessary process to deduce the interoperability process based on
the data exchange methods.

As shown in Figure 6, the implementation of an AM feature for the lattice structure is
accomplished by the related data model and STEP Part 21 language to represent the related
information in product design and manufacturing. The AM feature includes various
applied structures for AM that are used to reduce the material volumes of print parts
while ensuring its physical performance in AM. However, a conformance analysis for
AM feature information mainly focuses on the corrected data transfer and the completed
data representation. All defined parameter data can be correctly transferred and there
are not any mistakes for all the defined entities in the various application systems. For
specific information interoperability, the structure design information actually determines
the manufacturing parameters that can be calculated by various optimization methods.
Therefore, the implementation of AM feature information should be transferred by a STEP
physical file to downstream manufacturing that provides the related data entities and
parameter data in application manufacturing systems [19]. The implementation is to focus
on the executions of the printing process and the operations of print tools that specify the
functions of each entity and application object. However, the real implementation for AM
feature information is a huge feat of engineering to accomplish all the data interoperability
in the various application systems, which needs to create the test tools and related software.
Therefore, the demonstration of AM implementation provides the possibility of transferring
all the related data functions without any information loss or mistakes. In summary,
the conformance analysis and the implementation of the data model mainly accomplish
the verification and validation of the functional data entities and application objects in
interoperable application systems.
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5. Discussion

The data model of the AM features has been extended to represent the relationships
between the data entities and their related definitions, which can provide an information
system framework for all specific AM features that can be easily transferred to downstream
manufacturing with high efficiency and compatibility. The proposed data model can
represent the data of the geometry feature parameters and its properties. In addition,
it is necessary to verify its conformance for all the defined data entities that determines
the correctness and completeness of the proposed data models. In order to simplify the
conformance process for all the related data entities and models, the conformance analysis
can be deduced by analyzing the related functions of each entity. However, we know that it
is difficult to verify all the defined entities without any test tools and an application platform.
Therefore, we will discuss the future development and possible further research points.

• The implementation of the STEP/STEP-NC-compliant data model for AM features
needs to build the platform of the application system. As known, STEP-NC Part 17
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does not have enough to define the special AM features to support the high-efficiency
data interoperability that can directly select the suitable AM features according to
the product design requirements. Therefore, the future development for our pro-
posed method will improve the intelligence and compatibility of CNC machining for
AM features.

• The requirements of the AM information integration and intelligent application make
the proposed models necessary to develop a knowledge application system that can
help designers or manufacturers determine the selection of the AM features with
respect to the product or customer requirements. For further research, by combining
an ontology-based modeling method and STEP/STEP-NC data models, the intelligent
knowledge application system can further enhance the ability of data transfer and
system decision making [20].

In a word, the proposed data models for special AM features have huge meanings to
further explore the high-efficiency data interoperability and system integration. However,
it is also necessary to develop an intelligent AM machining system that needs to integrate
the related data models, including AM geometry features, manufacturing features, etc.

6. Summary

In this paper, we proposed the method of an extended data model to enrich the
information of AM feature and process parameters based on STEP/STEP-NC standards,
which specifies the information of data entities and application objects for an AM feature
structure. We deeply analyzed the special AM structure and the related parameters,
including the lattice structure, honeycomb structure, and foam structure, which are broadly
applied in aerospace and automatic manufacturing fields. Furthermore, we extended the
STEP/STEP-NC-compliant data model for AM features that detailed the information of the
lattice structure and its parameters. Finally, the conformance analysis and implementation
of the proposed data model for the lattice structure was simply explained by its related
functional requirements and the STEP Part 21 physical file.
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